NEST MEETING DATE: 3RD TUE OF THE MONTH. FEBRUARY 20TH

MEETING PLACE: ROUNDTABLE PIZZA, FIRST & BULLARD

UPCOMING EVENTS:

FEBRUARY 4TH
POT-LUCK, TIME 1:PM, SUNDAY
PLACE: CAROL & JERRY LANIGAN
14436 MADERA RANCHOS
645-1841
BRING SOMETHING THAT YOU WILL EAT
AND BE WILLING TO SHARE WITH OTHERS.

MARCH 9TH & 10TH
BLACKHAWK MUSEUM AND OVER NIGHTER
MIKE SPLIVALO IS WORKING ON GETTING
US A GROUP RATE AT A HOTEL

APRIL 21ST
THREE RIVERS
WE ARE TALKING ABOUT MAKING A RUN TO
3-RIVERS, AND MAYBE, MEETING WITH THE BAKERSFIELD
BRITISH CAR CLUB THERE. CAROL 435-0244 OR
RICHARD RAMOS 435-6483

MAY 5TH
BMW, PORSCHE & BRITISH SPORTSCAR RALLY
DAVID SPLIVALO 434-3626

JULY 18TH, 21ST
MOSS MOTORS BRITISH CAR FESTIVAL
(AND CAMPOUT FOR SOME OF US)
GREAT TIME WAS HAD LAST YEAR
KEVIN 436-1041

BRIT HOLIDAY PARTY
BIG SUCCESS

The first holiday party for the members of the Fresno area British sportscar enthusiasts was held recently at the foothill residence of French members, the Molineaus. Their chateau was appropriately decorated with Christmas items, complete with a model train running around a beautiful tree. For the measy price of a U. S. greenback, you could gain entrance and enjoy the hot and cold hors d'oeuvres and sweet stuff made by the membership, as well as a choice of liquid refreshments. The party was billed to be from 3 PM til the beer runs out, but I understand that the beer never did run out. This should happen on a hot summer day. Many of the partiers came in their late model autos (no BMW's this time), but a few did brave the cool weather and drove their sports cars on very dry and smooth pavement. There weren't even any bugs to get on the windscreen. Getting in and out of the Molineaux driveway did, however, present a small challenge for these low riding vehicles. Does everyone still have their muffler? Just before dusk, several deer arrived in the back yard. They seemed quite content to just graze on the manzanita. We were not told if these particular deer had special names, but except for the lack of antlers, they did bear close resemblance to those that follow "Rudolph". It was a thoroughly enjoyable party, so a special thanks to Debilyn and Kevin for hosting this wonderful event.

SPONSOR OF THE MONTH

JOE BABA OF ORIGINAL DUPLICATES IS SPONSORING THE NEWSLETTER THIS MONTH.

SOME OF US MAY KNOW, AND SOME OF US MAY NOT KNOW, THAT JOE HAS MOVED TO A NEW LOCATION (THE LAST ONE IS BEING TURNED IN TO A FREEWAY). HE HAS FURNISHED US WITH A AD WITH ALL THE UPDATED INFORMATION.
BRITISH CAR ENTHUSIAST OF THE CENTRAL VALLEY

(Royal Blue Velvet)

BRITISH CAR CLASSIFIED: (You probably don't need it, but then, who really needs a British Sports car anyway?) Since a phone number is now listed in the newspaper, we have received several calls from people who are actually (gasp!) selling their cars. Let us know if this is appreciated or just a waste of a Spotted Owl's home.


1964 TR4, blue, fully restored. Asking $5700. Eldon, 299-4556

1951 Morris Minor 2D Sedan, stock engine & trans. fair condition, needs interior work & ring gear in trans. flywheel ring gear has been located. $1500 cash delivered. Clip, 667-2097

1959 Morris Minor Van, Spite engine & trans. Rear end has been tagged, some bonds, otherwise clean body. $1500 delivered. Clip 667-2097

1963 MGB, $745, 56K orig. miles, orig. paint, alloy wheels, no rust, needs some work $5600. Two MG Midget bodies, no titles, Free. Clip, 667-2097


1976 MGB, complete car with fiberglass hardtop, nog complete, damaged left rear quarter. $850. Clip

'71 TR6 factory hardtop, tonneau cover, 2nd owner, paint & interior re-done in 1990, two new tires, approx 100K original miles. $4200/offer

Jim Langdon, Rm 673-2042, Wk 674-0913.

55 or 56 Austin Healey 100-4 rolling chassis. Suspension, steering and wheels only.

MGB wire wheels (2). John 675-8899

SPECIALS & PRINTING COSTS DONATED BY "ORIGINAL DUPLICATES"

BRITISH CARS

FRESNO, CA. 445-9722